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Investigation into the conditions surrounding Macho B's death suggests that stress and tranquilizers aggravated the jaguar's kidney problems, which 
led to the decision to euthanize him Monday. 

The news prompted calls for a review of the Arizona Game and Fish Department's protocol and better protection for endangered species. 

According to reports, Dean Rice, the Phoenix Zoo's executive vice president and one of two veterinarians to examine Macho B's remains, found the 
jaguar likely had a kidney condition before his capture. However, the combination of stress from capture and the passing of tranquilizing drugs 
through the ailing kidney played a key role in his death, Rice said.   

At age 16, Macho B was the oldest documented wild jaguar in the world. 

The Center for Biological Diversity in Tucson released a statement Wednesday, calling for a review of protocol in dealing with endangered 
animals and the establishment of a recovery team. 

Randy Serraglio, a conservation advocate with the center, said state and federal wildlife agencies should have used more caution in dealing with an
endangered animal. 

"Given Macho B's advanced age, the game and fish department should have known about the risk before they captured him," Serraglio said. 
"Capturing and collaring a 16-year-old jaguar is a death wish." 

Bill Van Pelt, a program manager with the Arizona Game and Fish Department, said the Macho B's initial capture in a leg-hold snare necessitated 
human involvement. The snare was being used to collar bears and lions and for research on carnivore travel patterns.  

"Cats of that age often have kidney issues," Van Pelt said. "There's no way our field team would have known."  

The department has had jaguar capture protocols developed by a scientific biology group since 1998, Van Pelt said. The animal was sedated to 
remove it from the snare. 

"It had to happen," Van Pelt said. 

However, Serraglio said he believes endangered species laws should have better protected the jaguar. 

"The law is very clear. It requires that a recovery plan is developed and protected land is designated," he said. "If a recovery team were in place, 
scientific decisions could be made on the best course of action." 

Serraglio stressed that the limited number of jaguars in Arizona will not survive without proper protection. 
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